Time scales of human monkeypox transmission in the Netherlands
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Abstract (150/150 words)

The global outbreak of monkeypox has spread to more than a hundred countries in non-endemic regions. One of the key determinants of the rapid growth is the serial interval, defined as the time interval between symptom onset in two successive cases. In this study, we estimated the serial interval by analyzing 109 pairs of laboratory-confirmed monkeypox in the Netherlands. After reviewing detailed exposure histories, we identified 34 pairs where the infectee reported a single potential infector. The mean serial interval for those 34 pairs was 10.1 days (95% CI: 6.6–14.7 days), suggesting a reproduction number between 1.3 and 1.6 during June 2022 in the Netherlands. Further investigation into pairs from one regional public health service revealed that pre-symptomatic transmission may have occurred in five out of eighteen pairs. These findings emphasize that precaution will remain key, regardless of the presence of recognizable symptoms, to anticipate possible resurgence of monkeypox.
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Introduction

The current monkeypox outbreak was declared a public health emergency of international concern (PHEIC) by the WHO on 23 July 2022\textsuperscript{1}. Monkeypox virus infection is spreading predominantly among men who have sex with men (MSM) in countries that have not reported cases of the disease previously\textsuperscript{2}.

Many key characteristics of monkeypox are unknown for this new mode of transmission. One such characteristic is the serial interval, defined as the time between symptom onsets of primary and secondary cases\textsuperscript{3}. Knowledge of the serial interval is key, as it informs on the reproduction number and the required intensity of control measures to stop an outbreak. Current estimates of the mean serial interval of monkeypox vary with a recent study estimating the mean serial interval as 5.6 days\textsuperscript{4}, while estimates have been reported of 8.5 days in the US\textsuperscript{5}, 9.5 days in UK\textsuperscript{6}, and 12.5 days in Italy\textsuperscript{7}. There is no general consensus on an estimate of mean serial interval for the current monkeypox outbreak, largely due to the limited availability of reliable data.

In this work, we aimed to estimate the mode, the mean and the standard deviation of serial intervals by investigating paired cases in the recent monkeypox outbreak in the Netherlands. We identified 109 pairs of laboratory-confirmed and notified monkeypox cases in the national registry with a symptom onset for the reported infector from 20 May to 3 September 2022, and a symptom onset date for the reported infectee from 24 May to 6 September 2022. All paired cases self-identified as MSM. The data were collected using contact tracing. The regional public health services that collected the data rated the reliability of self-reported symptom onset dates (into three categories: unreliable, plausible, or reliable), and assessed the likelihood of transmission between two cases (into three categories: unlikely; likely and the infectee selected an infector among several contacts; or likely and the infector is the only contact reported for the infectee). The reported symptom onset was defined for any symptom associated with monkeypox virus infection\textsuperscript{8,9}.

Results

Using all 109 pairs of notified monkeypox cases in the national registry, the mean of observed interval between symptom onsets was 6.3 days with a standard deviation (SD) of 6.1 days (Figure 1a). The intervals range from -10 to 24 days, with multiple modes at 0, 4 and 8 days. The observed variation in interval duration is explained to a large extend by the likelihood of transmission between the paired cases (Table S1 and Methods). After categorizing the likelihood of transmission between two cases, 34 pairs with reliable symptom onset dates were classified as likely and reported only one infector. The crude mean serial interval for those 34 pairs from all public health services was 9.4 days (SD: 6.2 days). The serial intervals range from 1 to 24 days, with a mode at 8 days. To allow for potential differences between public health services in detecting, classifying, and reporting, we used a hierarchical Bayesian framework where each public health service is treated as a...
random effect. The pooled mean serial interval over all public health services was 10.1 days (95% credible interval (CrI): 6.6–14.7 days) with SD of 6.1 days (95% CrI: 4.6–8.0 days) (Figure 2). These results were obtained using a normal distribution to describe the serial interval distribution, and similar results were obtained when repeating the analysis using a gamma distribution (mean: 10.3 days (95% CrI: 7.6–14.1 days); SD: 6.3 days (95% CrI: 4.5–9.0 days)).

Given the estimated pooled mean serial interval of 10.1 days (SD: 6.1 days) based on the subset of 34 pairs, we can translate the observed doubling time into the effective reproduction number $R$ (i.e., the number of secondary cases produced by a typical primary case)\textsuperscript{10}. The range of values for the reproduction number $R$ was estimated to be 1.3–1.6, using the average doubling time of 11.2–20.5 days during June 2022 in the Netherlands, before implementing the mass vaccination campaign (see Methods for a detailed derivation of the reproduction number).

For a subset of 18 pairs from a single public health service, the exposure dates were further investigated. Among the 18 pairs, 5 pairs (28%), reported contact with an infector prior to the self-reported symptom onset date of the infector, 8 pairs (44%) reported contact with an infector after the self-reported symptom onset date of the infector, and for the remaining 5 pairs (28%) the time of exposure was reported as unknown (Figure 1b). The close investigation of timing of exposure and symptom onset in these 18 pairs revealed that transmission can occur from 4 days before to 8 days after symptom onset of the infector, with an average duration from symptom onset to onward transmission of 2.2 days (SD: 3.9 days). Additionally, we estimated the average time between exposure and symptom onset (i.e., incubation period) for these 18 pairs (mean: 8.1 days; SD: 4.4 days), and the mean serial interval can be calculated as the sum of these mean durations, which was 10.3 days (SD: 5.9 days).

**Discussion**

The present study offers empirical evidence that the average duration of the serial interval of monkeypox was around 10 days based on the most reliable reported transmission pairs (34 out of 109 pairs) in the Netherlands. Without strict conditions on the reliability of reporting and likelihood of transmission of infection, the mean interval between symptom onsets among all 109 pairs had a shorter duration of about 6 days.

Our observations showed that the time intervals between symptom onsets of reported pairs were highly variable and covered a wide range, without a clearly defined single mode. The wide range is consistent with variable mean values reported in earlier studies\textsuperscript{5,7,11}. These observations could be explained to a large extent by the likelihood of transmission of infection, as reported by the public health services. For the most reliable reported transmission pairs, the range of serial intervals is consistent with an infectious period that starts before and ends after the entire duration of symptoms as reported by the case. Many cases might refrain from at-risk contacts while symptomatic, either from pain or to reduce the risk of transmitting to their partners. As a consequence, transmission could occur before symptom onset and for a certain fraction of cases possibly after symptoms have disappeared. This behavioral factor gives a shorter mean and flatter distribution of the serial
interval for monkeypox compared to smallpox, a related orthopox virus, although epidemiological characteristics for those two viruses were often considered to be comparable\textsuperscript{12}. The difference in the serial interval could be facilitated by high intensity of exposures to monkeypox via sexually-associated transmission routes during the current outbreak – in fact, the incubation period for human monkeypox and invasive smallpox infections are remarkably similar\textsuperscript{12,13}. The frequency of transmission before a case has recognized symptoms is considerably lower than a previous report suggested, but the existence of this pre-symptomatic transmission has important implications for the outbreak control. There is a substantial risk of onward transmissions if infected individuals are unknowingly infectious. Monkeypox cases without any noticeable symptoms have been reported in Belgium\textsuperscript{14}, and a high viral load has been observed around the time of symptom onset among patients in the UK\textsuperscript{15}. It is likely that infected individuals are capable of sustaining a high viral load even before symptom onset, thus, additional effort on monitoring and informing high-risk contacts without symptoms to adhere to temporary preventive measures may be required.

The duration of the monkeypox serial interval implies that the growth of the epidemic in the Netherlands was caused by the range of reproduction numbers between 1.3–1.6, which is consistent with other studies\textsuperscript{16-17}. This estimate, in turn, suggests that control measures should be sufficiently effective to prevent \((1-1/1.6) \times 100\% = 38\%\) of all potential secondary cases on average. Even if control measures, such as contact tracing, fail to catch the majority of contacts, they might still be highly effective in contributing to the prevention of further spread.

Our results should be interpreted with several caveats. Our analysis is restricted to cases who identified only a single infector, which may cause selection bias towards longer serial intervals because the excluded cases with multiple reported sexual contacts might have a higher frequency of sexual contact resulting in a shorter time to transmission. The analysis relies on self-reported contact history and symptom onset by notified cases. It is possible that pairs are incorrectly classified as primary-secondary infection pairs, resulting in a bias towards lower values. Heterogeneity in case finding, contact tracing, and reporting was mitigated by categorizing the pairs by the reporting public health service and treating the difference among public health services as a random effect in the analysis. Serial intervals could vary over the course of an epidemic due to right-censoring of observations induced by increasing epidemic growth, vaccination coverage, or behavioral changes due to heightened awareness. This effect is expected to be small as the study period covers both the growing and declining phases of the epidemic, and as the mass vaccination campaign started from 25 July onwards when incidence was already low\textsuperscript{17}.

In conclusion, we have estimated the mean serial interval, and showed that the current monkeypox outbreak in the Netherlands was driven by a moderate range of effective reproduction numbers. The estimate of the mean serial interval is conditional on the increased awareness of the disease, concomitant behaviour change, and increased immunity from natural infection and vaccination. If activity in the affected community goes back to the pre-outbreak level, and if immunity is insufficient among those at risk, there remains a risk of outbreaks or reintroduction of the virus. Our study also found that a minority of the cases might transmit infection before recognizable symptoms. This
highlights that awareness remains key, regardless of the presence of recognizable symptoms, to mitigate the public health impact of resurging monkeypox viruses.
Online methods

**Epidemiological data**

From 21 May 2022, all suspected and confirmed cases of monkeypox in the Netherlands were to be notified to the regional public health services. Those cases reported their date of symptom onset, potential sources of exposure, and if known, their most likely infector. There were 109 case pairs with available symptom onsets for both cases, as of 12 September 2022. All pairs were laboratory-confirmed, according to the national diagnostic guideline. Other epidemiological information is publicly available on the Dutch government webpage.

**Observed interval of symptom onsets**

Using the case pairs, we studied the time difference between self-reported symptom onsets of the two cases. This quantity coincides with the serial interval (i.e., time between symptom onsets of primary and secondary cases) only if the infectees correctly identified and reported their infector. The set of self-reported case pairs can also contain pairs who had been infected by another common infector (co-primary cases) or pairs who had transmitted infection to the other (primary-secondary cases) with incorrect direction of transmission.

The 109 reported case pairs were collected from 19 different regional public health services in the Netherlands. These regional public health services rated the reliability of self-reported symptom onsets by three levels (i.e., unreliable, plausible, or reliable) and categorized the likelihood of transmission (i.e., unlikely; likely and the infectee selected an infector among several contacts; likely and the infector is the only contact reported for the infectee). 34 out of 109 pairs were identified as pairs with the reliable symptom onset and likely transmission with a single contact, and those pairs were collected from 9 regional public health services (Figure 2).

**Bayesian random effect model**

We employed a Bayesian random-effect model to obtain the pooled mean serial interval estimate, where the random effects pertain to the reporting regional public health service. The data generating process is formulated with a two-level structure, as follows.

In the first level, the $i$th observed serial interval $X_{i,k}$ reported in regional public health service $k$ is assumed to follow a normal distribution with mean $\mu_k$ and variance $\sigma^2$ specific to regional public health services. This observation process is given by:

$$X_{i,k} \sim \text{Normal}(\mu_k, \sigma^2)$$

In the second level, we express the mean for each regional public health service $k$ as a summation of the pooled mean $\bar{\mu}$ and difference $d_k$. We assume that the difference $d_k$ specific to each regional public health service is sampled from a normal distribution with a variance $s^2$. This gives the following two equations:

$$\mu_k = \bar{\mu} + d_k$$

$$d_k \sim \text{Normal}(0, s^2)$$

We estimated the set of parameters $\hat{\mu}, \mu_k, \sigma^2, s^2$ by the Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method using Stan via the {rstan} package. We employed weakly-informative
priors Cauchy(0,10) for $\sigma^2$ and $s^2$ and improper uniform priors Uniform($-\infty, \infty$) for $\bar{\mu}$ and $\mu_k$. The MCMC computation was performed with the default of 4 chains, 20000 samples were obtained from each chain and the first 1000 samples were discarded as warm-up iterations. The convergence of the Markov chains was assessed by r-hat diagnostic, and convergence was achieved for all parameters. All analyses were conducted in the R statistical programming environment version 4.0.5. Reproducible codes and data are provided in the GitHub repository (https://github.com/fmiura/MpxSI_2022).

Growth rate and reproduction number

To illustrate the possible range of reproduction numbers in the Netherlands, we estimated doubling times using epidemic curves of confirmed cases in the Netherlands from 1 – 30 June 2022. We first estimated the average exponential growth rate by performing a Poisson regression and then translated the estimated growth rate into doubling time. The estimated 95% confidence interval of doubling time in June 2022 was 11.2–20.5 days.

The estimated growth rates were then translated into reproduction numbers, using the Lotka-Euler equation. This requires the mean generation time $\tau$ (i.e., the mean duration between time of infection of a secondary case and of its primary case). We approximate the generation time distribution up to second order, and obtain a relationship between the reproduction number $R$, mean generation time $\tau$, and exponential growth rate $r$ is given by

$$R = e^{r\tau - \frac{1}{2} r^2 \sigma^2}$$

where the mean $\tau$ and variance $\sigma^2$ of the generation time are identical to the pooled mean of the serial interval and the estimated variance. The range of $R$ is computed based on the 95% confidence interval for the exponential growth rate $r$. The exponential growth rate $r$, in turn, is obtained from the doubling times $t_d$ using the relation $r = \ln 2 / t_d$. 
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Figures and Tables

**Figure 1. Time scale of observed transmissions.** (a) Reported time differences between symptom onsets (n=109). Colors show the reliability of reporting; the reliability of self-reported symptom onset dates was rated (unreliable, plausible, and reliable) and the likelihood of transmission between two cases was categorized (contact is unlikely, contact is likely and the most plausible one among several reported contacts, contact is likely and the only contact reported for the infectee). (b) Transmission pairs notified by a single regional public health service (n=18). Circles and triangles indicate symptom onset of infectors and infectees, and the cross point is the exact date of exposure between the paired cases (if available). If the exposure date was reported as consecutive days, the time interval is visualized as a shaded bar.
Figure 2. Estimated mean serial interval by regional public health service. The pooled serial interval is estimated as the average duration between symptom onset dates of a pair, incorporating random effects specific for regional public health services. Black plots represent mean values of posterior distributions, and whiskers show the 95% credible intervals.